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One does not have to be an astute observer of contemporary society to recognize
that homosexuality is an "in" topic these
days . After decade s of silence on this
most controversial pattern of human socio-sexual behavior, suddenly it is almost if!lpossible to go to the movies,
watch ordinary television serials, or
read magazines and newspapers without
coming across the subject of homosexua lity. More often than not, howe ver, gay
men are the focus of popular treatments
of homose xua lity. The same can be said
o f most scholarly a c counts . Although a
considerabl e amount of re search has be e n
conducted on homosexuality in the fi e lds
of psychology, sociology , and psychiatry ,
until recently social science seems to
have had trouble taking femal e homosexuality, or lesbianism, se r iously . What
we have formerly known about homosexuality has, therefore, been based largely on
studi es of gay men in predominantly male
settings conducted f or the most part by
other me n. The mo st frequently cited
reason for not having studied lesbians
is that they have traditionally been
le ss visible than homosexual men, even in
me tropolitan areas with large gay populations and , therefore , have been less
accessible to r esearchers. But feminists
know better than to accept this explanation. Social science studies of lesbianism are scant because, very simply,
love between women, especially sexual
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love, is not taken seriously in patriarchal societies. This attitude is simply
another way of saying that lesbian relationships, like other areas of social
life in which only women participate, are
neither serious, interesting, nor worthy
of systematic scienti fic study .
As a corrective to this bias, within the
past two years, a number of books have
been published which do attempt to take
lesbianism seriously.
Included among
these are Sexual Scripts: The Social
Construction of Female Sexuality by
Judith Long Laws and Pepper Schwartz
(although it does not focus exclusively
on lesbianism), Identities in the Lesbian
World by Barbara Ponse (WAH~-~No. 1)
The Lesbian Couple by Donna M. Tanner,
The Lesbian Community by Deborah Goleman
Wolf, Sunday's Women by Sasha Gregory
Lewis, Lesbians , Women, and Soc iety by
E.M. Ettore and a wave of other similar
books scheduled for publication in the
coming months.
Although slightly different in focus,
style, theoretical e mphasis and perspective , all of these books show remarkable
similarity in both the research methods
employed (i.e., participant observation
and intensive interviewing) and the findings reported. What distinguishes these
studies from others (for example, Bell
and WeinberCl's Homo sexualities) is that,
in k eeping with the feminist perspective
developing in the social sciences, all
begin at least implic itly with the ass umption that men and women subjectively
and literally inhabit different social
worlds and r ealities . All of these
books , therefore , view and e xamine lesbian relation.s hips as a v ariety of female
sexuality, rather than aq a vari ety of
gay sexuality. Tn1s distinction is more
than a trivial one. What i s important .

and interesting about lesbian relationships for these researchers is not the
role that sex plays in them, but the extent to which lesbian relationshps are
based on values considered distinctively
female in this society -- egalitarianism,
empathy, emotional intimacy, and nurturing.
If there is a single most important
finding pertaining to the sex lives of
lesbians, it is that the axiom of lesbian
relationships -- equality -- is carried
over into their sex lives, so that shared
and mutual satisfaction is the most important aspect of the lesbian couple's
sexual relationship. This finding, as
Masters and Johnson have recently pointed
out so systematically in Homosexuality in
Perspective, carries a rather poignant
mes sage about the ways in which the cultural values of male dominance thwart
sexual expression within heterosexual
couples.

bookstores, and restaurants), and emotional relationships which are striving
to be egalitarian.
I do not mean to imply that all of these
books are identical in focus, for each
provides a unique contribution to our
understanding of various aspects of contemporary lesbian relationships. What is
striking, however, is the remarkable similarity in the findings of all the studies, despite the fact that they were conducted by different researchers using
samples from different geographical locations -- Chicago, San Francisco, Atlanta, London, England, and various unidentified rural and urban areas in the
United States. What also stands out is
the extent to which all of these studies
view lesbianism as havinq been transformed from a personal "deviance" into a
social movement struggling to eradicate
the stigma and oppression associated with
being a lesbian in American society.
It
is important that new studies on lesbianism are setting the topic in its political and ideological context; but, in
so doing, I fear that their findings will
unwittingly result in the perpetuation of
a new set of myths and stereotypes which
fail to do justice to the diversity and
complexity found in the conte mporary
lesbian experience . All radical movements, in their quest for a new personal
consciousness and transformed social
order, go through ideological fads regarding what is politically correct or
incorrect. The problem with some of the
new lesbian research is that it may serve
to reify further the rigid political
orthodoxy already creeping into the public and private lives of lesbians and
threatening to isolate lesbians from one
another much as they were in the 1 950 ' s .
To illustrate, I will compare two of
these recent books on lesbianism, Wolf's
Lesbian Community and Lewis' Sunday ' s
Women.

Furthermore, none of these studies is
concerned with the etiological issue of
how it is that women ultimately become
gay or straight -- a question which almost automatically presumes pathology.
Instead , they focus on the more problematic sociological question of how it is
that women come to identify themselves as
le sbians , wha t this identity actually
means insofar as women's social, e mo tional, and sexual relationships are concerned, and how it is that women construct and maintain a lesbian identity
in the context both of the larger society
and the lesbian s ubc ulture in which they
e xi s t. To under stand this process , all
of the studies approach the problem from
a similar sociological vantage point by
analyzing the impact that the lesbianfeminist, women's liberation, and gay
movements have had on the changing se lf,concepts , roles, relationships, life styles , and social worlds of lesbians.
All f ind that the once common patterns of
isolation and fear of disclosure, a life
centered around the gay bar! and relationships patterned on sharp role distinctions characteris tic o f heterosexual
marriages have be e n replaced by new
patterns . These include a proud affirmation of women ' s right to love other women, activi st communities based on feminist principles , a soci al life centered
around l esbian-femini st cultural activities (e.g. concerts, plays, coffeehouses,

In The Lesbian Community,· Deborah Goleman
Wo lf, an anthropologist, describes the
lifestyles , self-concepts, r e lationship
patterns , and social and political activitie s of l esbian- feminists in the San
Francisco Bay Area from 1 972 through
1974. Out of the estimated 35 ,000 l esbians in San Francisco, only 2000 to
5000 were thought to be actively involved
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in the women's movement; and even then,
Wolf's observations and interviews were
confined to the community in which she
lived and interacted, a group of about
30 mainly middle-class white women. This
is not to say that this researc h is not
important. But it must be viewed as a
study of a social movement, or a community of women for whom membership in and
commitment to the lesbian-feminist movement is their "essential" identity . This
then is an ethnographic description of
the lesbian avant-garde, or a study of
the "personal as political," to use the
rhetoric of the women's meovement. The
book, therefore, begins by analyzing how
and why the lesbian- feminist movement
e merged out of the larger gay and women's
movements.
It then proceeds to a discussion of the movement's ideology and
values and, finally, to a description of
how these are implemented in the political activities, social lives, relation- .
ship styles, daily lives, and political
projects of the community's members.
Without ignoring the confli cts in the
community, Wolf draws from her data a
picture of a strong , vigorous, committed
group of women working together . to make
creative adaptations consistent with
feminist. egalitarian values. These women-identifie? women, because they are
"deviant " in soci etal terms, a r e pictured
as having a greater degree of personal
freedom and as striving in their relationships toward egalitarian, multidimensional, truly committed relations hips .
This i s t he first systemati c social science study of a l esbian-feminist community, and it is surprisingly sympathetic for one conducted by a non-member.
The book nevertheless di sappo ints in a
number of ways .
In ' her attempt to produce an ethnography in true anthropo logi .cal form but, at t h e same time, to make
at l eas t some generalizations about the
group, Wolf presents findings which sometimes sound ridiculous . We ar.e told,
for example, that thi s study found that
lesbians like to k eep in touc h by talking on the t elephone with each other,
that l esbians prefer to spend their l eisure time with other lesbian friends ,
and· that lesbians l ike to celebrate
birthdays toge ther. The problem is that
these findings are presented so as to
make , on the one hand, perfectly ordinary

social behaviors sound almost exotic. On
the other hand, Wolf presents her findings regarding some of the community's
rather unconventional "artifacts" or
practices -- e.g. fashions and clothing
-- in a way that makes them appear even
more exotic than they are . She simply
fails to examine their connection to the
larger socio-historical context in San
Francisco in the period she is studying.
Thus, for example, when we are told that
lesbians like to wear hiking boots, mismatched little boys' socks, garments
from recycled clothing boxes and army
surplus stores, and men's vests and ties,
we must not take these findings too seriously. They are simply dated, as any
wearer of the recent "Annie Hall" vested/
tie look would most assuredly inform anyone who might ask her if. s h e is a lesbian-feminist. Perhaps of even greater
consequence, however, is that some of
Wolf's descriptions of movement ideology
and rhetoric are •even more historically
situated. Monogamy, which Wolf reports
as politically and ideologically incorrect in this period of the mo vement, is
currently finding its way back into
orthodox lesbian-feminist ideology in
San Francisco. This is not to imply that
the social custom of monogamy was ever in
any real danger of being ' replaced by
"ope n" relationships. Other f ar more
systematic surveys ( e .g. Marilyn
Fleener's 1977 "The Lesbian Lifestyle")
conducted among the same populatiort reveal that despite political rhetoric, 86
percent of lesbians involved in couple
relationships in postliberation ci rcles
were, in fact, living monogamousl y .
Still, despite the shortcomings of Wolf's
study (not the least of which is its
stiff ~nd detached dissertation-like
.
prose ), The Lesbian Communi ty is a wellconceived, interesting, and readable account of a lesbian-femini s t community.
Its ove rall impact on non-l esbians is
likely to be quite p ositive. Lesbianfemini s ts will realize almost immediately
that this community , a lthough it may be
unique in some respe cts, i s probably
representative of at least some others we
mi g h t e x pect to have found in major metropolitan areas in the years between
1972-1974, but that the dynamic s and
ideology of lesbian communities are not
only more diverse than what is described
h ere , but have c hanged considerably since

Wolf did her research.

Like Wolf, Lewis concludes that the
politization of lesbianism has to a
great extent eradicated the isolation and
fear of the earlier, essentially closed
and hidden lesbian subculture. She, however, carries her analysis of lesbianfeminist politics qne step further and
suggests that this social movement, like
any essentially closed movement, carries
within it the seeds of its own destruction. The quest for po litical correctness that is almost inherent in any group
attempting to construct a n ew and emergent social reality, she suggests, may
eventually exclude more and more lesbians from the community of true believers. The result may be that lesbians
will end up once again isolated from one
another, thi s time not in hiding as in
the 1950's, but e xisting in separate enclaves organized around specialized and
even opposing interests. Lewis raises
an important and timely question here,
particularly since some observers have
suggested that disputes o v er political
orthodoxy in relationship styles -- for
example, wheth er monogamy or non-monogamy
is politically correct -- has already
left the lesbian community in many metropolitan areas splintered. In a time
when gay people are faced with political
and social backlash and should be united
in seeking the passage of civil rights
l egislation, one cannot help but wonder
if lesbian-feminism may have, indeed,
generated its own inte rnal ideological
opiate. Fo r tunately, movement participants, particularly in more avante-garde
urban areas, are beginning to re-examine
some of the ideological e xtremes generat e d by l esb ian feminism.
Studies such as
Wolf's, by adapting a static analytical
perspective , unfortunate ly add little to
our overall understanding of the dynamics
and e v olution of the le sbian feminist
movement.

In Sunday's Women, Sasha Gregory Lewis,
a former consulting editor for the Advocate ( a national gay news magazine)
presents what she claims is "a look at
lesbian lives as they are in America
today with some insight into how and why
they got that way and perhaps where they
are going." In so doing, she provides a
more comprehensive view of the full gamut
of lesbian lifestyles ranging from the
egalitarian lesbian separatist communities, to the subcultures in hiding found
in urban areas, to the closeted lives of
lesbians living in isolated rural areas.
Based largely on two dozen in-depth interviews conducted in 1978 with lesbians
from a variety of ages, socio-cultural
groups and economic circumstances, her
sample is more heterogeneous than Wolf's.
Lewis' analysis also draws heavily from
two social science surveys of lesbian
populations, one conducted in 1970 by the
Kinsey Institute and another in 1976 by
Marilyn Fleener, and from Lewis' own experience as a reporter covering the l esbian and women's movements.
Like Wolf and most of the new lesbian researchers , Lewis views lesbianism as a
political challenge to the patriarchal
nuclear family and thus divides her book
into three parts which s tart with the
personal and private aspects of the lesbian experience and move to the politization of lesbiani sm.
Part One describes what it is like to
grow up a lesbian in America -- the isolation and fear, the difficulty in coming
out, making friends and forming relationshi ps. Lewis offers a major contribution
to our under standing of the fragility of
"first" lesbian relationships by conceptualizing " coming out" as a neo-adolescent period a ssociated with making the
status transition to becoming a lesbian,
e v en though some women do not proceed
through t his phase of development until
relatively late ages. Part Two examines the process of forming committed
relationships and constru cting a home and
a li festyle i n the context of an antagonistic culture. Part Three discusses
the politization of lesbian liberation,
its impact on lesbian lifestyles and the
ultimate challenge it presents to a
larger society .

Lewis' book is not based on a systematic
social science study, but on a wealth of
documentary, observational and interview
data. Compared with the usual journalistic study, Lewis presents h e r data in a
rather straightforward fash ion, l eaving
much of t h e interpretation to the reader .
If her point had been to validate the
lesbian e xperience to non-lesbians, she
would, it seems, have exploited her material to a far greater extent than she
has.
I n some respec ts , this is the
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simple depiction of -- perhaps even the
celebration of -- the lesbian community
to ask more subtle and complicated questions about relationships between women
who are living on the edge of society's
norms.

book's greatest strength. Her interview
subjects seem more articulate and honest
than Wolf's and thus the reader is given
a more vivid picture of these women's
lives and a richer and more detailed
understanding of their present feelings,
past experiences, and future dreams by
hearing from them in their own words,
rather than by having their perceptions
filtered through an implicit, superimposed conceptual schema.

Verta Taylor
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Wolf's lesbians, on the other hand, don't
seem to feel; they simply behave in
politically correct.ways. They are not
jealous in open relationships; they
do not experience feelings of sexual inadequacy or insecurity; they always
maintain former lovers as close friends;
but, at the same time, "no one i s more
romantic than a lesbian in love." There
is simply too much new and far more
systematically gathered data that does
not support these findings for Wolf's
analysis to be entirely credible. Given
the paucity of research on lesbianism,
well written, straightforward and rich
descriptive studies such as Sunday's
Women .are perhaps a more important contribution than premature theoretical
accounts. Nevertheless, even Lewis' book
disappoints in one major way. Some of
her political discussion assumes too much
knowledge on the reader's part. Since
this book seems to have been conceived
for a wider audience than lesbian-feminists, this is a somewhat serious o_m ission. But it is a minimal flaw in an
otherwi se relative l y sophi s ticated , wellconceive d s tudy .
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Kraft, William F.
Sexual Dimensions of the
Celibate Life.
Kansas City, Kan., Andrews
and McMeel, Inc., 1979.

Step right up! Hurry, hurry!
Meet
Master Kraft -- Word Magician! Presto!
A celibate is a person who does not have
a permanent commitment to live with another person. Ergo, all single people-divorced, widowed, adolescent, geriatric, religious, vowed or "swinging" are
celibate. Presto! Only "married life
g ives time, place and commitment for
healthy and good genital sex. " Ergo ,
"celibates' (singles') genital relations
are not healthy and not good." Celibates ( singles) express their love in
service to others. Unlike \he ma~ried,
they have greater sol itude and greater
silence which leads to greater meditation, self-discovery , and contemplation
and then, to experiences that promote
"primary" love. And so, the celibate is
special: the "guardian of love."
Presto! Presto! Presto ! A ce libate
(single person ) should be (sexually)
celibate . But healthy marriages include
(yes, you have guessed it) marital ce libacy. Presto! Celibacy now means
spending time alone separated from your
spouse (" .. . without the discovery of
solitude, love gets lost") and being
(genitally) celibate vi s-a-vis everyone
else in the world.

In s ummary, with the publication of a
wave of recent books, lesbianism has
finally begun to be taken seriously by
social scientists.
It is of course true
that, although all of the forthcoming
studies and those r e vi e wed here are
atte mpting to c apture t h e dive r s ity of
lesbian experiences, this is not the same
thing as saying that the samples studied
are "representative. " These books still
draw heavily on the experiences of educated , middle-class lesbians. At last,
howe v e r, the tra d i tional portrayal of
lesbians as tra gic or disturbed and the
homophobic excesses or omissions of the
past have been corrected . The next
stage, it seems , is to move beyond the

Lest the celibate and non-celibate miss
the trick, Kraft repeats it, and repeats it, and repeats it .
"Healthy and
good genitality exclude non-marital
relationships." Homospciali ty is -fine,
but "Homogenitality (i. e . homosexuality)
lacks and excludes permanent commitment.
In homogenitality , the parts do not fit
together physically, psychologically , or
spiritually. " Masturbation , frigid ity ,
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The subject is intriguing, and Fishel's
is not a bad beginning. The approach is
probing, but not scholarly;
Fishel is
plainly struggling to understand why
sisters influence one another so profoundly no matter how close or strained
their relationship. After considering
her relationship to her own sister, Fishel administered questionnaires and taped
interviews with many sets of sisters -some anonymous, some named but not well
known, some famous. The sisters' own
words suggest patterns in sisterhood,
both explicitly and with their unspoken
thoughts. Women appear fascinated by the
importance their sisters had for them -by their wish for their sister's approval, their sometimes unwilling dependence,
their rivalry, the lessons they transmit
to one another. Fishel succeeds in con vincing even the sisterless reader that
there is something special and intense
about this bond, different from that between brothers or opposite-sex siblings.

impotence·, masochism and sadism, pornography, voyeurism, and exhibitionism as
well as extra-marital relationships and
"homoqenitality" are "normal sexual
madnesses" -- not qood and not healthy,
but distinguishable from the "abnormal
sexual madnesses" of incest, child-molestation, and rape.
If side-show magic tricks amuse you, you
may enjoy this book.
I did not find the
illusions electrifying, the sleight-ofwords entertaining, or the tricks deft.
Although he has some feminist- ideas up
his sleeve ("When sex is not freely experienced, rape is committed." "Women
may learn to think of themselves as socially inferior .... Such oppression can
begin in early childhood."), somehow the
lights never go on, the curtain never
rises. For his major illusion repeated
again and again (and a good, and healthy,
magician never repeats the same trick)
is trying to pull woman out of an old
hat -- "A woman should be more like a
man, a man more like a woman." Only, he
always ends up sawing her in half
"Women and men need each other to comp lement and fulfill each other." Step
right up! Hurry away, hurry!

Chapters examine the influe nce of birth
order and the c omposition of the family,
sisters as rivals and as supporters, and
as opposites (Gloria Steinem and her domestic, nonpolitical sister Suzanne) or
as fac e ts of a seemingly single p e rsonality. She conside rs the creative family,
using the litera ry Bronte siste r s and the
mus ical Simons as models; thi s is a
particularly interesting and revealing
chapter.
"Sisters in Old Age" studies
the lifelong mutual support which sisters
ofte n provide and includes some especially en j o y able inte rviews wi th Margare t
Mead and h e r l esse r known but equally
spirited sister Elizabeth.

Laure l Richardson
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Fishel, Elizabeth.
Sisters.
New York, William Morrow & Co.,
Inc., 1979 .

Not unt il the wome n' s moveme nt of the
1960' s and ?O's gaine d strength and publicity did the activities and feelings
of women r e c e ive respectful attention.
While women have large l y shared men's devaluation of our work, we have always
known that our r e lationships are valuable . Th u s , Carroll Smith-Rosenberg and
others who have written on women's support sys tems have confirmed, rather than
discovered, the importance of women's r e lationships.

Sisters is not without fault.
The use of
the famou s name s -- S teine m, Mille tt,
Mea d, Carly Simon -- a nd the tra nsp arent
list of the famous who refuse d interviews
sugge sts that more books can be sold by
name-dropping.
It seems a minor point,
however, for I shame lessly enjoyed the
insights which the lesse r-known sisters
provided into the famous ones. Occas ionally, though, Fishel has an i rritating
way with words . Af t er comme nti ng on the
near-universal fami liarity wit h " Cinde rella" in Western culture, she recounts
the story in detail -- for whose benefit?
Even more maddening, she r e peats ane cdote s , word f or word and at full length,
twi c e or e v e n three t imes a t di ffe r e nt

The analysis of mode rn women's lives has
r a n ged from the very scholarly t o t h e
lightweight best seller . The motherdaughter bond has been studied in books
and conferences, but Elizabeth F:i.shel
contributes a new dimension with her work
on the relationship betwee n sisters.
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points in the book. Readers may be forgiven for suspecting that Fishel was
being paid by the word.

~roblems and traumas; a calmer, slower
~pproach works better.
Information
should be communicated when children cue
~arents that they are ready for it.

Fishel's beginning should encourage further exploration of a rich subject. She
has clearly tapped an important nerve
which all sisters seem to recognize instinctively. Forewarned about Fishel's
chattiness and her tendency to become
overly intimate, readers will enjoy this
informal study of utterly unexplored
territory. Women with sisters are likely
to gain new insight from Fishel's perceptive questions, even if her arrangement is sometimes limiting, even trite.
Expect more books on the sisterly connection.

~1ost of the advice and discussion of development could be applied to sons as wel
as daughters. Little is specific or ex~
elusive to girls. When boy-girl developmental differences are distinguished in
the chapters on pre-teen and teen years;
the children exhibit traditional sex-role
beoavior. For example, girls write attractive-looking papers in fourth grade,
while boys still can't settle down. The
assumption behind the material in the
book could be that boys and girls can be
raised similarly. Yet, when we raise
children unconscious of our expectations
and behaviors, what we thir.k is similar
treatment often is not.

Jan Bri ttan
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Chess, Stella, and Jane Whitbread.
Daughters: From Infancy to
Independence.
New York, Doubleday, 1978.

The authors seem aware that. parents need
to question their own upbringing and
change their socialization to fit the demands of the next century, but they do
not draw on the literature that identifies the sources of female mathematical
inability, for example. Ncr do they give
advice on helping independent girls deal
with children who are socialized more
traditionally. As a summary of much current thinking, Daughters is good. Feminist, it is not. And for rearing boys
or girls -- after one knows some of the
developmental stage literature -- I
would suggest Selma Greenberg's Right
From the Start as an alternative to traditional child-rearing practices.

Daughters: From Infancy to Independence
gives advice on child rearing. Both
authors h a ve published other "how-to"
books and articles, and here aim to guide
pare nts in bringing girls to responsible
and secure womanhood. The book also pre~
sents child development from birth to
adulthood t hrough a combination of anecdot al and statistica l infonnation, apparently drawn from the Ne w Yo rk Longitudin a l St udy of Child Development which began in 1956.

Katherine Meyer

Many themes prevalent in recent developme ntal literature a r e included. For example, children bring to developmental
patterns their own unique tempera.;nents.
Pe er acceptance is important from first
g rade on, and peers are i mportant socializers. Children pick up notions of selfrespect, independence, etc., from parents '
treatment of them and from observing
parents' embodiment of those qualities.
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Brooks-Gunn, Jeanne and Wendy
Schempp Matthe ws.
He & She: How Childre n Develop
The ir Sex-Role I d e ntity.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.,
Prentice-Hall, 1979.

The a uthors o f thi s book work as re- .
search psy chol ogi sts , f o c u s ing mainly on
t h e sex -ro l e d e v elopme n t o f c h i l d r e n.
Fortunate l y , they have s tepped out of
their laboratorie s long enough to give u s
an e x c ellent text about s ex differences.
For thos e who want to s tudy this topic

The advice given by Chess and Whitbread
also c orre sponds t o curre nt thinking on
raising children. They point out that
fathers and children both profit from
paternal involvement in child-care. Parents should not overreact to childhood
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for their own benefit, He & She offers
the perfect starting point.
It is also
suitable for an introduction to the
study of sex-roles at the undergraduate
level.
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He & She is a developmental account of
the socialization of sex roles. The authors review the "sex differences, the
sex-role mediators, and the child's sexrole perceptions characteristic of the
developmental period under consideration." Along the way we are given brief
outlines of the major theories of sexrole acquisition as well as the results
of major studies conducted in this area.
Anecdotes are scattered throughout to
keep the reader's interest and to accent
important points. Th e authors also provide a bibliography of additional indepth readings which cover most of the
experts. in the field.

Orasanu, Judith, Mariam K. Slater and Leonard Loeb Adler,
Eds.
Language, Sex and Gender:
Does "La Difference" make a
Difference?

Collected in this publication are six
papers presented at a one-day workshop on
sex-differences in content, structure anq
speech styles and an introduction to and
discussion of the papers.
If the participants in the workshop profited as much
as I did by the exchange of ideas presented in this volume, then clearly the
day was well spent.
Edgar Gerge r son in "Sexual Linguistics"
takes the position that language does
not structure thought or attitudes, and
that since words are arbitrary, feminists
ought not worry themselves about names,
labels, or the generic 'He' -- a view
which I find sociologically untenable .
Nevertheless, his work on cursing in 103
different languages is charming and instructive. Based on male (only) informants, he finds that in 66 languages the
gravest abuse i s an ins ult against one's
mother. Only 20 languages have father
ins ults, and those lack i maginative flair
and indi r ectly abuse the mother as well.
He concludes (despite his avowed theoretical orientation) that "the requirements
of mothe rhood mus t be appallingly difficult for women -- and their children.
The curses of the world bear this out."
However, he offers no remediation -either linguistic or social-stru ctural.
Most t el ling, however, is the fact that
he does not include any women informants
on cursing. The male's language is
assumed coterminous with "Language."

One of the major reasons this book is so
effective is its readable sty_le. After
years of reading ponderous textbooks ,
wondering just exactl y what was said ,
I find He & She a welcome relief. The
authors write in a simple, well-organizea
s tyle and are not afraid to s tate precisely what their position i s:
First , we see as a goal of sex-rol e
socialization that children grow up
to be
happy with themselves and their
I
own gender identity. Second ... potential options available to one
should be available to all ... third
... equal treatme nt will enhance
rather than hinder human diversity . ... Fourth, we need to address ... whether society's view of
'appropriate' sex-rol e behavior is
truly appropriate .
He & She offe r s a look at all of the
factors inv olved in the formation of sex
role s . Without for ce feeding a multitude of statistics and studies, the authors manage to present the predominant
literature in the field in a painless
way . They have writte n a study that i s
wel l worth the reader's time.

John Beatty's s hort article on " Sex ,
Role and Sex- Role " is a f ine mode l of
clarity and precision and the wellchosen example . His discussion of the
relationship between biology, gender,
and sexuality is exce llent. Edward
Bendix in "Linguistic Models as Political
Symbols: Gender and the Generi c ' he ' in
English ," cogently argues that refere n tial semantics cannot be substituted for
theories of communication since pronominal useage enculturates c hildren with
sex- stereotypes and that conscious c hangE;

Judi th Rowse
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in useage has social and political consequences.
Robin Lakoff' s article, "Stylistic Strategies with a Grarmnar of Style," is an
especially important contribution because
she has extended Chomsky's transformational grammar to a consideration of male
and female language styles. Taken into
account are both the production of speech
and its interpretation by listeners.
She
posits a four point scale of speech
styles (or strategies) -- Clarity, Distance, Deference, camaraderie -- based on
the speaker's belief about the ideal relationship between the speaker and the
listener.
Males, she argues, stereotypically employ the speech strategies of
Clarity (Walter Cronkite) and Distance
(John Wayne) whereas females use the
Deference (Marilyn Monroe, Bo Derek)
strategy. The male speech form is cons idered "normal" and "adult," the female
as "deviant." The woman, then, is placed
in a double-bind.
If she adopts the male
mode s h e is labe lle d brusque, aggressive ,
cold ; but, if s he retains the female
mode she is considered devious, manipulative, hard to understand and fuzzy.
Although these arguments have been made before, and although there is need for
greater precis i on in h e r categories of
speech styles , Lakoff is to b e cormnended
fo r relat ing the abstracted transformational grarrunar to gender and culture.
I always find Candace West's work worth
reading because she chooses theoretically
interesting q u estions and meticulously
accounts for her methodo logy . Her contribution to this symposium "Against Our
Will: Male Interruptions of Females in
Cross-Sex Conversations ," is no exception. Working from an analogy of the social construction of rape -- namely, that
women "as k for it" by not putting up a
fight , s he asks if women in cross- sex
conversatio n s "ask" to be interrupted by
u sing submissive resolutions and retrievals . Using a laboratory experimental
method, s h e found that 75 % of the deep
interru ptions (more than two syllabl es )
are initiated by males . However, the
resolutions of these interruptions ( competition-continuance, finishing, dropping
out) and the retrieval of one's conversational turn ( self-initiated, not initiated , other-initiated) do not differ by
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gender: both males and females are unlikely to use assertive strategies (competition-continuance, self-initiation)
after being interrupted. She concludes
that since there is no gender difference
in the submissiveness of an interrupted
speaker, that women appear to be more
submissive only because they are interrupted more frequently.
She conjectures,
correctly I believe, that due to cultural
definitions, the female's submissiveness
is interpreted as "asking for it."
Adelaide Haas in "The Acquisi t _ion of
Genderlect" reviews the evidence
supporting the hypothesis that sex-differences in the language of children
exist, and reports her study of gender
differences in spontaneous speech among
same age (4, 8, 12) same-sex and crosssex dyads. At all ages, boys talk more
about sports, girls about i;chool.
In
cross-sex dyads, girls lauqh more, make
more negative judgments, speak more comp liantly , and less directly, and give
less information than they do in samesex dyads -- and most of those speech behaviors increase with age. She argues
that her research does not support the
hypothesis that boys shed their earlier
"female" talk, but provides e vidence that
females adopt "feminine" sex-typed behaviors as they age .
Enclosing these articles like well-chosen
bookends are excellent intr oductory comments b y the editors and a discussion by
Jesse Bernard. Although Bernard claims
to b e only a consume r of this research,
as is characteristi c of h er analyses , she
asks the right and necessary questions
to enlarge our under s tanding of social
processes and to move us forward into new
research terrains. Consequently, literally from cover to cover, this collection
is a worthy one.
Laurel Richardson
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Lopata, Helena Znaniecka.
Women as Widows: Support
Syste ms .
New York, Elsevier , 1979 .

Eight years of reading, resea·rch and
writ ing about widows, particularly women
in the metropolitan Chicago area,

no longer eligible for benefits, older
women who receive retirement benefits,
remarried widows, and "lump sum" beneficiaries, ,who received a single payment to
help defray funeral costs.
In her study
of metropolitan Chicago widows, she found
that while Chicago resources ·for widows
are extensive, negative facto~s such as
bad weather, disintegration of local community areas, and street crime limit
their social life space . She sees the
ideal solution to the problems of the
various types of widows as the creation
of neighborhood networks in congested
cities and community networks in smaller
locales. These, she states, can be developed and maintained by a paid volunteer working out of a federal agency,
community health center, school, church,
or a private agency. The function of
this worker would be to link the widows
with societal resources.

culminated in this publication. Its theoretical framework focuses on the support
systems of widows in urban centers and
seeks to establish how each woman who is
or has been a widow makes use of these so·
cietal, community and personal resources
in building her own support systems.
Since widowhood brings disorganization of
~ocial relations and social roles and necessitates modification of prior daily
life, Lopata points out that support
systems must remain flexible.
Problems
often arise when changes occur in a
widow's outlook, or when past support
seems unsntisfactory or dysfunctional.
The author explains support as "an action
or object which the. society generally defines as necessary or helpful in maintaining a style of life of a category of
its members" and a support system as "a
set of similar supportive actions or objects involved in social i nteraction."
A few of the many factors which influence
the support systems of widows are society
itself, its structure, composition, and
culture; stat~s position; the woman's
personal r esources, which include people
and groups with which she is associated;
and her own abilities and perspective regarding people.

The appendix contains the comprehensive,
very detailed survey q ue stionnaire that
was used to gather data for this book.
The subject matter is timely and interesting, but, without anecdotal illustrations or graceful style of writing, the
book makes for pedantic reading.
Toyo S. Kawakami

While the life expectancy of women is
more than 75 years today, the median age
of widows is 68, and the number of widows
in the total female population of this
country is now about 14 per cent . Census data also reveal that a great number
of widows are of disadvantaged background, of immigrant parents or are themselves migrants from poorer countries or
poorer areas of the United States. For
example, the highest personal mean income
is reported for white widows aged 25 to
34, while the lowest mean is for Black
widows 65 years of age or older . There
is evide nce that many wome n in America do
not prepare adequately for employment or
e ven consider the probability of the ir
having to earn a living after marriage, .
Recent research indicates that many women are dependent on social security payments, which are inadequate for the support of both the ' elderly and young widows with children.
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Hersey, Jean.
A Widow's Pilgrimage.
New York, Seabury Press,· 1 9 79.

In simple , but ·expressive, diary-style,
Jean Hersey, writer of books on gardentng, the art of living and ph ilosophy,
recorded her pilgrimage in time, for the
space of three years, a_fter s uddenly becoming a widow. Woven through the ac- count are the pain of loss, grief , and
the stark sense of loneliness she felt
when her hus~and of fifty years died.
The book opens on a pleasant day, when
her garden is burgeoning with the colors
of spri ng and she i s about to see her
husband off on his trip to California to
visit their two sons and their families .
He was to b e gone for t e n days . · The \
afternoon of the day he was to return,· a
Good Friday, her minister called on her
unexpectedly. She learned from him that
her husband had died in his sleep the
i;iight before . The. shock of the ne ws

Lopata interviewed widows in the following five categories : mothers of dependent children ; mothers of adult .children
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overwhelmed her, even though her daughter Jo·an and friends and neighbors came
to be with her. Guilt assailed. her that
she had let her husband, seventy-seven
years old, travel without her.

year she was even more active. With the
passing of time, she was able to see
that, while she no longer had the stature
afforded her as a wife, she had regained,
independently, her sense of worth and
confidence. She reached the conclusion
that there are two directions for adjustment: involvement and conunitment. Just
doing things and going places to keep
busy is not the .solution. Success lies
where the action is.

After the funeral when µer children left
and friends resumed their own affairs,
she noted:
I have give-up moments and I
have moving-ahead moments. At this time
she turned to a friend, Jane, in whom she
could confide freely.
A sensitive ·comment s he made of this supportive friend
was: While Jane listened, she never
criticized, never told me what I ought to
feel, think or do -- she just listened,
and she cared.

She sold her house, kept only the things
that were meaningful t .o her, disposed of
the rest, and moved to the retirement
center. After three years, she found
that me~ories bring not only pain but
happiness :too, and she felt at one with
her family and friends, with the earth
and its growing things and wi ld creatures. She was not alone.

Her daughter helped her make a list of
things to d o every day, which she called
ingredients for each new day, a routine
which included meditation and exercises
each morning, walking a mile daily , gard e rd.ng I doing SOffiething Crea ti Ve I Contacting Eomeone else who had a need by a
letter , or a phone call or a visit, eating regularly, appreciating beautiful
things, being aware of the cosmic rhy thm
i n nature, and planning interesting
event s in t h e future.
Following the routine_ brought her the . r ealization that she
had to have a sense of direction and of
p urpose , a.nd she was abl e . to write:
In
a gri ef s i tuat ion, we se ldom grow from
a dvice, but from our own insights .

Toyo S. Kawakami
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Gr iffin , Susan.
Rape and the Power of Consciousness.
'New York, Harper and Row, 1979.

The book has four parts. The first,
"Politics ," is a reproduction of Griffin's 1971 article "Rape: The All-American Crime;" the second, "History:
1971-1978 ," brings togetrier personal and
movein~nt history, and provides the background for the first part and a link to
the third ;
" Consciou s n ess 197 8 " exp lores
the effects of sexu a l violence on wome n's consciou s ness and the possibilities
of. f r eedom;
finally , "The Power of Consciousness : A Collage" is an attempt at
a n artistic representation of all that
was said in the p r evious parts . The book
contains an appendix listing of rape crisis centers (which is inaccurate ).

l

During their years of marriage, she and
her husband had never discussed the possibility·of o n e dying before the other .
Si1e c ame to believe that as people age,
death and the survivor's adjustment problems should be openly discussed. As ' a
widow she had to learn how to manage her
own business affairs, to negotiate contracts with the publisher of her books,
to reach out to f riends, to mak_e decisions about selling her home and living
in a retirement center; where the down
payment and monthly rate covered lifetime
medical care, even to drive
car at
night alone.

There is no nee d to comment here on the
first part .
Griffi n' s 1 9 71 article i s a
feminist classic .
I will not comment on
the fou rth part , the coll age , as it is
an artistic creation, wh ich will make
varying i mpressions on differen t readers .
My conunents are, then, limited to the
second and third p arts , and I should_ admit at the outse t that my r e actions to
both are simi lar.
I respond favorably

a

Throu ghout the first year of widowhood,
s h e had a series of physical ailme n ts ,
but by toe second year, in better health
and frame of mind, s he began work on a
new book and went on a cruise to visit
h er sons and· grandchildren.
In the third
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to the poet's passion and with anger to
everything else.

have it. We can see patriarchy because
of our oppression and the systemic contradictions. There are no pedantics.
What we see must be articulated and with
an e ye on systematic, conscious change.

Griffin, the poet, has valuable insights.
As a practical theoretician, Griffin has
little to offer. The poet describes the
process or recognizing the poss_i bility
of liberation. Unfortunately, while the
description is moving, it is also misleading. Like Mary Daly, Griffin is
caught in the web of a spell, believing
that freedom is a state of mind, and its
actualization is predicated on what one
chooses to imagine. The struggle for
liberation is between those who choose
to imagine a world without rape and
"those who cannot or will not imagine
things differently."

Griffin articulates what she sees and has
an eye on a better future. But artistic
articulation has its limits. Poetry is
not a s ubstitute for theory. Poetry
molds motivations , not actions, and soc ial worlds are made from and changed
through action . To mean well is not
enough.
There are more limitations here than
those inherent in a mode of articulation.
Griffin writes from a sheltered space -the feminist s ubculture. What she sees
is shaped b y her experience of moving
into the shelter and what she describes
is the movement. She marvels in it and
offers it as the experience of liberation. What she fails to 3ee is what made
her experience possible and, as the coll age indicates, the result i s that ~he
cannot answer her own ques.tion, "How
did we come t o envision a world without
rape?" Having no answer to the question,
she has no answers to the activist q uestion:
"How do we bring about a world
without rape?"

There is no doubt that those who struggle for liberation imagine a different
world. There is also no doubt that the
struggle i s not a struggle of minds. The
decisive factor is not whose will is
stronger, but, who, giv en existing conditions , given the most mundane reality
imaginable, is stronger . Even the
strongest of wills shatters when material
reality proves to be as hard as a diamond.
According to Griffin it is a revolutionary act to dream a state of freedom .
Butthere is nothing revolutionary about
dreaming unicorns. The only thing that
is r evolutionary is revolutionary praxis. the hard and tedious dailv work of
ch~nge. Here, dreams alone do not suffice. Beyond inspiration one needs knowhow . One needs to understand one ' s
reality and how to be an agent of change
in it, hence , a means in the transformation.
It is the know- how that we lack.
Our practical theories are at b est in
their early ·embryonic stages , and we
s hould not delude ourselves to believe
dif fe r e ntly.

Like the Platonic philosopher, Griffin
came out of the patriarchal cave to look
at t he sun , put she continu es to live in
a·class-segregated society where she s its
in another cave facing the wall and looking at shadows which she mi stakenly believes to be reality .
Reading the book
one gets a g limpse of a conve rsion experience that transformed one cave into
another, , but no hints on the way out of
either.
Griff in articulates what s he sees and has
a n eye on a better future. But artistic
articulation has its limits. Poetry is
not a substitute for theory. Poetry molds
tivations, not actions, and social
worlds are made from and changed through
action. To mean well is not enough.

It is one of Griffin ' s g r aves t mistakes
to proclaim all theory as u seless . She
can afford to do so only because she be lieves in women ' s access to privileged
knowle dge , which according to h e r is consequent t o a unique spiritual i ty . But
if there is privilege d knowledge and if
women have access to it, it is because
of our pos ition i n patriarchy that we

The use f ulness of the book is limited.
Feminists who want a poet ' s lang u age to
r e l ate to their o wn expe riences may enjoy it . Feminists who believe the poet ' s
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language can relate their experience to
others may present them with it.
I would
not recommend doing either without a preestablished understanding of the boundari.es.
Ami Bar On
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Peterson, Susan Golder.
Self-Defense for Women: The
West Point Way.
New York, Simon & Schuster,
1979.

Susan Peterson is the first woman physical education instructor in the U.S. Military Academy at West Point. Her book on
self-defense is a blend of techniques
from various martial arts, along with comon sense approaches to avoiding danger.
rhe book has many photographs to demonstrate the various techniques described
in the text.
I suspect, however, that a
omplete understanding of these technique
ould be difficult to get strictly from
the book. The book is most useful as a
review for those who have had a course in
self-defense or as a general introductiQ{1
to the concept that a woman does not nee~
s s arily have to act as a victim when
faced with a potentially dangerous situation.
Polly Bean
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Burr , Jeanne, Ed.
Sex Roles: Rights & Values in
Conflict.
New York, Facts on File, 1979.

This is a paste job, pure and simple.
It consists of 211 pages of newspaper
editorials which were photocopied,
pasted-up , (two to five per page) and
arranged by the following broad categories: Changing life-styles, Dissolution of relationships, Crime, The Labor
force, The Military, Religion, Education
& sports , and Homosexuals. The editor
provided a brief preface in which she
state d:
"Editorials included in this
volume were selected on a purely representative basis and no attempt was made
to present an even point of view." Burr

also introduced each major section with a
few paragraphs and compiled a brief index.
I suppose Sex Roles could be of use to a
student who wanted to "pad" a paper with
a representative newspaper editorial on
a given subject. Since the editor made
no effort to present an "even point of
view" or to indicate how prevalent a particular point of view was; it will be of
little use to serious scholars.
Martha Lawry
The Women's Studies Library is now receiving Lesbian Herstory Archives News_.
This newsletter includes bibliographies,
research information, and reports on
Archives holdings. The Archives collects materials relevant to Lesbian
lives including books, magazines, journals, news clippings, diaries, photos,
tapes, films, oral herstories, posters,
graphics, and notices of events.
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